In this study, hydraulic vibration controller was proposed and tentatively manufactured.
INTRODUCTION
As far as construction machinery are concerned, there is problem of the vibration transmitted to the operator room at actual work. Each company is developing mount. To date, a mount as a passive control method has been used for low frequency. That is, vibration reduction is achieved by passive action of rubber without using energy from outside. The effect of the vibration reduction depends on the characteristic of the conventional mount and its layout. For supporting operator room weight and static rigidity of the mount requires large space. As a result, issue of space occurs.
This study proposed a hydraulic theory of the vibration reduction, and by using adaptive control, the authors aimed to reduce the transmitted vibration in the operator room. Here, the vibration reduction from 20 to 50 [Hz] of low frequency is main target of this study. This paper shows the effectiveness of the theory by using the simulation, the structure of the control method and the device that can achieve the theory. Recently vibration reduce technique uses the cancel each other by actively generating the power of the input vibration and the opposite phase. But this shows heavy weight (operator room) support is difficult especially for construction machinery, because large static rigidity is necessary and as a result high control power is inevitably required. This study develops a new hydraulic active mount, which is filled inside with oil for the operator room. Fig 1 shows new theory model device. This device is composed of bellows, actuator and accumulator. The device is filled with oil. The operator room weight can be supported by the oil pressure. In a word, this configuration of this mount has the advantage of being able to support the weight without any external power sources.
Theory of Vibration Reduction
This chapter explains the theory of the vibration of the active mount. When the excitation force acts on the under part of the mount, the actuator moves in the upper direction by the control signal. Consequently the volume inside the bellows does not change so much and the dynamic pressure becomes small. Therefore the transmitted force becomes low. When the actuator is controlled so as volume flow continuity equation AbXb=AvXv holds, it is assumed to reduce vibration. Here, let us simulate the vibration reduction effect when the following equation (1) Figure 3 , 4, 5 shows the comparison of the input force, under pressure and the transmitted force as the error signal when the control is active. In this figure it was found that when the pressure P 1 is nearly 0[Pa], the transmitted force is also approximately 0[N]. That is, the assumption explained above is demonstrated. However, as this control scheme is open loop, the adjustment of the amplitude will be difficult when system fluctuates frequently. Actually, engine vibration is not stationary. It fluctuates considerably due to surrounding condition. Therefore more flexible control scheme will be needed. In a classical control method, time variant system is frequently treated. But computing power is not sufficient, time variant statistical system is difficult to treat effectively. But, now adaptive control scheme using, LMS(Least Mean Square) algorithm, becomes easy to apply for this kind of system.
1.Adaptive Control
Adaptive control is a type of control which adapts control system to follow the plant (control object) characteristics change. Algorithm to realize this process is called adaptive algorithm. Unknown syste and adaptive filter response to input reference are added. This added signal is treated as enor signal.
Control is done to make this error signal minimum by refreshing adaptive filter characteristics. 
